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Abstract
Thispaperdiscussesthe natureof interactionsbetween
highlevel intelligent agentsand low-levelcontrol algorithms.
Controlalgorithmsoffer the promiseof simplifyinga dynamicsystem’sapparentbehavioras perceivedby an intelligent agent,thus makingthe agent’stask much
easier. However, the coupleddynamics
of such a hybridsystemcan be
difficult to predictandmaylead to undesirablebehavior.We
demonstrate
that it is possiblefor a rationalintelligentagent
acting on a well-controlleddynamicalsystemto causeundesirable behaviorwhencoupled,and present a methodfor
analyzingthe resultingdynamics
of suchcoupled,hybridsystems.Atechniquefor alleviatingthesebehaviorsusingnewly
developed
control algorithmsis then suggested.Thesecontrollers, whichare adaptivein nature,also suggestthe possibility of "distributing"learningandintelligencebetween
the
highandlowlevels of authority. Anewarchitecturefor hybrid systemsencapsulating
theseideas is thensuggested.

This paper discusses both the problemsincurred by unwanted AI agent/control system coupled dynamicinteractions, and also the possibility for improvedsystemperformancethrough careful design of the coupled dynamics.Our
principle interest is in automatingthe task of dockingtwo
space vehicles, as illustrated by the (terrestrial) research
prototype in Figure 3, which is currently humanpiloted.
Weuse a well-knownproblemin flight dynamics-- pilotinducedoscillations, or PIO-- as an exampleof the undesirable, possibly catastrophic problemsthat can occur through
the interaction of higher- and lower-level systems. Methods for analyzingPIO--like behavior in a prototype hybrid
agent/control systemare presented, thus possibly providing
a bridge betweenthe AI and controls communities.
Wealso describe possiblestrategies for mitigatingthe effects of unwantedPIO-like behaviors. Wediscuss newnonlinear control technologies whichcan be shownto be less
susceptible to these behaviors. Unlikemorestandard linear
controllers, though, these nonlinear controllers require an
accurate mathematicalmodelof the physical system. This
motivates a discussion of adaptive controllers which can
learn systemmodelsin situ. Adaptivecontrollers further
allowfor the possibility of distributing learning and intelligence througheach of the twolayers of software so as to
maintain desirable coupled dynamics.Finally, we suggest
a newarchitecture for hybrid AI agents/control software,
alongwith challengesthat this architecture presentsfor researchers.

Introduction
The deployment of dynamically complex autonomoussystems such as NASA’s
NewMillenniumspacecraft series and
the military’s AUVsand UAVshas created the need for
"high level" intelligent software agents whichwill interact
with "low level" hardwarecontrol systems. The low level
control algorithmsare designedto simplify the input/output
behavior of a complexdynamical system as perceived by
a high-level intelligent agent, whilethe highlevel "intelligence"is responsible for specifying the desired systembehavior whichwill satisfy top level goals and constraints. The
dynamicalsimplification accomplishedby the low level controller potentially makesthe high level agent’s task much
easier, reducingthe scopeof potential behaviorswhichmust
be accommodated
by goal directed plans.
Often, the lower-level software modulesare treated as
"black boxes"by the higher-level software; however,the dynamicbehavior of a control algorithmcoupled with a physical systemcan still be quite complex.Therefore, whenintelligent agents and control algorithmsare linked in a feedback system, undesirable behavior mayresult even though
each modulecan be verified to function correctly in isolation. Somecontrol algorithmsare moresuccessful than others in simplifyingthe apparentdynamicsof the physical system; careful design of the control algorithmis therefore one
key to producingdesirable overall systemperformance.

Hybrid AI/control systems
Whileit is difficult to describe a "typical" autonomous
system, a sufficiently general block diagrammight be similar
to Figure 1. The box labeled "controlling agent" can have
manyinstantiations, dependingon design philosophy,available resources, and the exact requirementsfor the system’s
performance. A common-- indeed prototype -- instance
of this agent mightbe a skilled (or unskilled) human,flying
an aircraft or dockinga spacecraft; the goal of the considerations in this paper is to replace this most"canonical"of
agents with fully autonomoussoftware of comparable(or
superior) capability. Theagent maybe given a set of goals
or be capable of generating goals internally, or it maybe
designed to instinctively performactions whichembodythe
goals of the designer. It mayalso internally generateplans
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Figure 1: Blockdiagramof a generic autonomoussystem
intendedto fulfill these goals anddesiredtrajectories to carry
out the plans. Regardlessof the nature of the agent or the
sourcesof the goals whichdrive it, its outputsare the actuator commands
intended to cause the dynamical system to
follow trajectories consistent with its goals. In general, we
assumethat the agent receives feedback from the environment whichincludes information about the performanceof
the physical system.
In attemptingto automatethe process of mappinggoals to
physical inputs, it is helpful to break the probleminto two
subtasks: the problemof translating goals into sequences
of desired actions, and the problemof translating desired
actions into the physical inputs required to force the systemto carry out these actions. This decompositionis shown
schematicallyin 2. Theoutput of both of these subtasks may
vary continuouslyin responseto the evolutionof the actual
physicalstate of the system,as indicated by the nested feedbackloops.
Whilethis division of labor maybe artificial in terms of
howthe performanceof the agent of Figure 1 is achieved
in biological systems, it is nonethelessa useful intermediate abstraction, amenableto rigorous analysis. In fact, one
could argue that the decompositionbetween Figure 1 and
Figure 2 represents a current distinction betweentwoclasses
of engineeringexpertise: control theory deals with the design of the secondblock of this diagramand analysis of the
performanceof the inner feedbackloop, while artificial intelligence theory is often broadly directed towardsdesign of
the first block and analysis of the performanceof the outer
feedbackloop. Moreover,as we shall discuss at the end of
this paper, evenif the indicated partition is non-biological,
it mayserve as a useful frameworkwithin whichbiological
capabilities maybe closely mimicked.
While the box labeled "control algorithm" can have many
instantiations, control lawsas a class are usually mathematically derived algorithmswhichaccept as their input a desired trajectory through the physical system’sstate space,
and output commands
to the system’s actuators which attemptto cause it to followthe trajectory. Controlalgorithms
haveprovensuccessful in controlling a widerange of physical systems, often in the face of dynamic,changingenvironments,noisy sensors and actuators, and poorly modeled
target systems. Control algorithms maybe used as shown
in Figure 2 to simplify the apparent dynamicsof the physical systemas seenby the intelligent agent; indeed, there are
aircraft whichare difficult or impossiblefor a humanagent
to pilot without a continuouscontroller whichsimplifies the
dynamics("handlingqualities") perceivedby the pilot.
Ideally, this arrangementshould makethe agent’s task
mucheasier in that it can rely on the control algorithm
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Figure 2: Blockdiagramof a hybrid AI/control system. The
dashedbox showscomponentsencapsulated by the "controlling agent"block of Figure1.

to force the physical systemto carry out desired actions,
even if the physical system has very complexdynamics
and complicatedmappingsbetweenactuator inputs and system outputs. However,even in the very simple case of a
physical system which can be accurately modeledby linear differential equationsand a linear proportional-integralderivative (PID)control algorithm,the coupledcontrol algorithm/physical systemcan exhibit nontrivial dynamicbehavior. In particular, control algorithmsrequire nonzerotimeto
bring the systemnear a desired state or to respondto system
disturbances. In addition, the mannerin whichthe system
transitions fromthe initial state to the desiredstate often entails a dampedoscillatory trajectory with an overshootthat
can be a significant fraction of the difference betweenthe
initial and desired states. Systemsthat must be modeled
by nonlinear equations -- the more commoncase, which
includes such physical systemsas robotic arms, spacecraft,
aircraft, and underwatervehicles -- can exhibit even more
complexdynamicbehavior (Slotine &Li 1991, pp. 4-12).
A related, but moresubtle, challenge involves the unexpected behaviors that can result from the coupled dynamicsof a rational intelligent agent commanding
a wellcontrolled vehicle. Onfirst glance, the challenge of mathematically analyzing the dynamicsof a systemlike the one
in Figure 2 mayseemintractable due to the inherently nonmathematicalnature of most intelligent agents. For insight
on howthis might be accomplished,one maytake as inspiration research performedon what has been referred to as
"the senior flying qualities problem":pilot-inducedoscillations, or PIO(McRuer
1995, p. 2). PIOis a rapid oscillatory
motionwhichcan beset a piloted aircraft undercertain circumstances,often with disastrous results. PIOis mostoften
observedwith very experienced,well-trained pilots flying a
widevariety of aircraft, whichhave included the M2-F2,X15, YF-22, MD-11,C-17, and the Space Shuttle (McRuer
1995,p. 2).
The PIO phenomenon
is not caused by a poorly behaved
dynamicalsystem; in fact, PIOshave beenobservedon systems whichare quite well behavedin isolation. Instead, PIO
is knownto result fromthe coupled interaction of the pilot and the underlying system dynamics(McRuer1995, p.
3); that is, it is an instability phenomenon
introducedby the
closing of the outer feedbackof Figure 2. Humans
are often consideredthe "gold standard"for intelligent agents, and
aircraft dynamicsshare manyphysical characteristics with
the manycomplexsystems that are nowthe subject of automationresearch. If a well-trained, highly experiencedand
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Figure 4: ExamplestiffPD controller step response. Dashed
line is the requestedtrajectory; solid is the actual trajectory.
Figure 3: MPOD
performing a docking task
supremelyrational humanpilot can interact with a mechanical system in such a wayas to cause sudden, violent behavior, the possibility that an intelligent agent acting on an
underlyingdynamicalsystemcould result in undesirable behavior shouldat least be entertained.
Analysis of PIOin a hybrid system
The Space SystemsLaboratory (SSL) at the University
Maryland,College Park has a long history of studying the
operation of human-pilotedspacecraft.The primaryresearch
tool of the SSLis the Neutral BuoyancyResearchFacility.
Neutral buoyancy,the use of water to simulate weightlessness, is the principal methodused by NASA
and other space
agencies to practice end-to-end space operations. The SSL
historically has concentratedon developingrobotic systems
to assist humansor, in somecases, performspace operations
tasks whichhumanscannot or do not desire to perform. In
general SSLresearch utilizes these robots operating in neutral buoyancyto analyze human/roboticinteraction, demonstrate advancedspacecraft control algorithms, and develop
autonomousrobotic systems.
The specific target of the research described belowis
MPOD
(the Multimode Proximity Operations Device),
neutral buoyancyversion of an orbital maneuvering
vehicle.
Orbital maneuvering
vehicles have been proposedfor ferrying cargo and personnelbetweenspacecraft in different orbits, for positioningastronauts at worksitesduringextravehicular operations, and for retrieving malfunctioningspace
hardware from remote locations. As such, OMVs
must actively maneuver
with great precision and reliability while in
close proximityto other spacecraft and astronauts.
To render the apparent dynamicsof this complexvehicle as simple as possible to the pilot, a numberof different control strategies have been explored. Only the vehicle’s attitude is currently controlled automatically,as the
neutral buoyancytank does not currently provide the sensors (GPSor equivalent) necessary to implementa translational feedbackalgorithm. The attitude control algorithms
implementedon MPOD
include a standard linear trajectorytracking attitude controller and a family of newnonlinear
trajectory-tracking attitude controllers. Theselatter are derived from an underlying PDcomponent,with additional
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nonlinear terms in the control algorithms designed to directly compensate
for the nonlinearities in the vehicle’s dynamics.
The PDcontrollers weretuned with three different gainsets -- a "loose" set, a "medium"
set, and a "stiff" set -each resulting in closed-loop dynamicswith similar overshoot characteristics to a step changein orientation, but
with increasing bandwidth.Theoretically, these controllers
wouldbe expected to exhibit more accurate tracking and
faster responsesas the gainsets increase in stiffness. The
loose and mediumgainsets were also used for the PDcomponentsof the nonlinearcontroller; the action of the added
nonlinear termsused sufficient additional control authority
that the stiff gainset couldnot be employed
without saturating the actuatorson the vehicle.
Figure 4 showstwo step responsesfor the stiff PDcontroller. Noticethat the controller appearsto be quite well
behaved. There is no oscillatory behavior present, with
an overshoot of only 7%.The systemexhibits little or no
steady-state offset, withthe deviationsfromthe desired trajectory being caused by noise and disturbances largely due
to currents and eddies in the neutral buoyancytank. The
loose and mediumgainset producedresponses with similar
overshoot,longer settling times, and slightly higher steadystate errors, in accordancewith theory. Followingthe step
responseevaluations, the pointing accuracy of each of the
controllers was evaluated on a more demandingtask by
commanding
MPOD
to track a sinusoidally varying ("tumbling") attitude maneuver.The mean-squarepointing error
in each control modeis shownin Figure5. Thetracking metric here is expressedin quaternionunits, and mayroughlybe
convertedto degrees by multiplying by 120. Notice that the
mean-square
tracking error decreases as the gains increase,
and that the nonlinearcontrollers are moreaccurate than the
linear controllers with the samePDgainset; this again is as
predictedby theory. Notice,also, that the stiff PDcontroller
is the mostaccurateof any of the controllers tested.
Thus, by the generally accepted metrics used by control
engineers,each of the controllers appearsto result in a successful design of the inner loop of Figure 2, with the high
gain PDcontroller producingthe best overall response in
the isolated task of tracking a specified referenceattitude.
Next, the coupled performanceof a humanpilot performing
a dockingtask with each of the different controller modes
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Figure 5: Pointing accuracy of linear and nonlinear controllers. Metricis quaternionerror.
wasinvestigated.
The setup for this task is illustrated in Figure 6: the
pilot commandsthe desired motion of MPOD
using two
3DOF
joysticks (one for attitude, one for translation). Pilots were instructed to fly MPOD
froma point in the middle
of the NBRF
tank to a hard dockwith a target affixed to the
tank wall. Duringtesting, completiontime and pilot hand
controller usage (a measure of physical workload) were
recorded. In addition, after using each controller the pilots
were asked to rate the system performanceusing a CooperHarperquestionnaire, a popular methodfor determiningpilot mental workload(Sanders & McCormick
1993).
Althoughit was expected that humanpilots wouldperformbetter with moreaccurate controllers, this provednot
to be the case. Figure 7 showsa graph indicating the performanceof four experiencedpilots after six dockingattemptswith each controller. Themetric in this graphfactors
in both mentaland physical effort multiplied by task completion time as described in (Henshaw1998, pp. 76-78).
Clearly, lowervalues for this metric are indicative of better
performance.The individual metrics also broadly tracked
the trends seen in Figure 7. Notice that while performance
was uniformwith the nonlinear controllers, it varied quite
considerablyacross the three PDcontrollers with the worst
performancebeing exhibited with the stiff PDcontroller.
Somewhat
counter-intuitively, then, the controller which
provides the best performancein isolation appears to produce the worst performance whenutilized with a goaldriven humanpilot. Moreover,video observation of MPOD
and its pilots whenusing this controller showedthat MPOD
could exhibited undamped
oscillatory behavior, with the pilot "fighting" withthe vehicleto try to stop the oscillations
as shownin Figure 8. Fromthe previous graphs, however,
it is clear that this behaviorwasnot causedby poor performanceon the part of the controller. Instead, the oscillatory
behavior appearedto be due to a coupling of the pilot and
the closed-loop vehicle system. This is a classic symptom
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Figure 6: Schematic of NBRFtank showing the MPOD
dockingtask (not to scale).

Figure 7: Pilot performanceduring dockingtasks. Letters
indicate statistically different groups.
of pilot-induced oscillations (Blakelock1991).
In order to mathematicallyanalyze a PIOsuch as that observed on MPOD,
a mathematicalmodelof humanpilot behavior is needed. Onewidely accepted methodfor accomplishing this is called the "crossover model",whichmodels
the dynamicsof a humanpilot as a linear PDcontroller with
a time delay. The crossovermodelattempts to represent the
behavior of an experienced humanpilot performinga set-
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Figure 9: Block diagram of the MPOD
system
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where~ is a configurationerror (here the attitude error) and
is the correspondingvelocity tracking error (here angular
velocity). Analternate description of the actions of the PD
controller (useful in the discussion below)employsthe auxiliary variable a = a) -t- ,~ withcompleteequivalenceto the
first form by taking Kp = AKD.For the stiff PDcontroller,
Kdis 160and ,~ is 8. Finally, there is an input shaping(trajectory generation)filter betweenthe pilot and the controller
which smooths the transition between newattitudes. The
filter can be representedby the transfer function
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Figure 8: Systembehavior during a PIOevent. Solid line
is the requestedtrajectory fromthe pilot; dashedline is the
actual trajectory of the vehicle.
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point maintenancetask such as maintaining straight-andlevel flight in an airplane or hoveringin a helicopter. The
crossover modelhas been used within the aerospace communityfor at least thirty years, and has provensuccessful
in modelingpilot behavioracross a very wide range of controlled elements. For a synopsis of the crossover modeland
justification for its use as a humanpilot model,see (Blakelock 1991) or (McRuer1995).
Specifically, the crossovermodelstates that the pilot’s behavior (the mappingbetween the perceived error between
the actual and goal state and the resulting commanded
motion) can be modeledas
Gpitot (s) = Spe-Th~ (TLS + 1)
(1)

where,in this instance, K--5--ig-2
The linearized dynamicsof the controlled MPOD
system
as perceivedby the pilot is then computedto be
K
GeL (8) -- 8 (8

--

(4)

A reprisal of Figure 2 illustrating the modeljust developed
is shownin Figure 9.
Theroot locusplot is a tool that is usedto examinethe location of the poles (modes)of a feedbacksystemas a function of the overall gain of the feedbackloop. A linear system
becomesunstable (exhibits "runaway"behavior) whenany
one of the poles becomespositive. Thegain in the feedback
systemof Figure 9 is controlled by the gain of the pilot Sp,
and Figure 10 showsa root locus plot for the coupledsystem
as a function of this gain. Thearrowsindicate the direction
of migrationof the closed-loop poles as the pilot gain increases.
Notice that the system can becomeunstable if the pilot gain becomeslarge enough,as mayhappenin the final
stages of a dockingmaneuver
whenaccuracyis critical. This
immediatelysuggests that PIOmaybe a problemfor this
system.Indeed, simulationsusing this modelpredict the oscillatory behavior experimentallyobservedin Figure 8 and
correctly forecast the frequencyof the oscillations.
This analysis illustrates that a rational "high-level"intelligent agent commanding
a well-controlled system can
result in unsatisfactory or even unstable systembehavior.
It is importantto realize that the linear control methodology whichproducedthe observedinstability is virtually
ubiquitous, being found an nearly all commerciallyavailable robotic systems, manyflight control systems, and most

Similarly the action of the PDcontroller is givenby
=

wn2 (Is + 1)
2) x s2 + 2¢w.s + w2.

and the transfer function for the coupled open-loopdynamics of the pilot/vehiclesystemis
Spe-’hs (TLs + 1) x GCL(s)
(5)

whereGpitot(s) is the pilot transfer function.Thepilot time
delay, e -rhs, represents processing delays and neuromuscular lag and is normallyon the order of 0.2 to 0.4 seconds.
Thecrossovermodelstates that pilot’s effective proportional
gain Sp and derivative gain Sp x TL changedependingon the
dynamicsof the element being controlled so that the slope
of the Bodeplot of the open-looppilot/plant systemis approximately-20dB/decadein the crossover region. The gain
Sp in particular is task dependent,generally increasingwhen
the requiredprecision to completea task increases, as during
the final phases of an attempteddockingof a spacecraft or
landingof an aircraft. Animpliedconditionis that the pilot
zero must be minimum
phase, i.e. the pilot zero must lie in
the left half-plane (Blakelock1991, pp. 459-465).
Mathematicalmodelsof the rest of the systemare also
needed. Fromphysical principles and extensive flight testing, a single-axis, linear modelof MPOD
was determined
to be
2.8 x -4
10
(2)
GMPOD
(S) -- S (0.-~ 1)

TpD

(3)

--Kd(~ -- Kp~
--Kda
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spacecraft attitude control systems. Moreover,the dynamics
of the pilot modelare quite simple, and in fact might be a
reasonablerepresentationfor the actions of a rational intelligent agent attemptingto performa task such as tracking a
movingtarget.
What can be done about undesirable interactions?
In recent years there has beenconsiderable progress in developing control algorithms which have superior performanceto the linear controller analyzed above. Onealternative which has also been implementedand tested on MPOD
is a nonlinearcontroller related to the computed
torque controller that is beginningto gain acceptancein the control of
robotic manipulators (Slotine & Li 1991), (Egeland& Godhavn 1994), (Sanner 1996).
The formof the controller is
T~ = "rpD + H (e) (or + C (e, w) wr + E (e,
wr = w - a
(6)
wherea is the auxiliary variable introducedin the abovediscussion of the PDcontroller. Theadditional nonlinearterms
employedin this design utilize H -- the positive definite
symmetricinertia matrix of the dynamics,C -- containing
the contributionof Coriolis andcentripetal forces on the dynamics, and E -- representing environmentalforces. Many
physical systems,including aircraft, spacecraft, underwater
vehicles, wheeledvehicles, and robotic manipulators, have
dynamicsto which this algorithm can be successfully applied. Indeed, for each of these systems, it can be (nontrivially) proventhat the abovecontrol algorithmproduces
closed-loop dynamics(that is, the inner loop of Figure 2)
whichare globally stable with tracking errors whichdecay
exponentiallyto zero for any smoothdesired trajectory (Fossen 1994), (Henshaw1998, pp. 15-30), (Egeland &
havn 1994).
In terms of the linear analysis above, this convergence
also implies that the controller causes the closed-loop vehicle/controller dynamicsto become:
K

acL(s) s (s+2)

I
-2.5

(7)
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Notein particular that, althoughthe action of the controller
is nonlinear, its effect is to put a particulary simplelinear "face" on the closed-loop dynamics,as perceived by a
higher-level agent. If the PIOanalysis from aboveis now
repeated using the nonlinearcontroller, the root locus plot
for the outer feedbackloop(representinga prediction of the
coupled agent/controlled systeminteraction) shownin Figure 11 results. Thestructure of the predictedinteraction dynamicspredictedby this plot is quite different fromthat obtained with the PDcontroller. Disregardingthe effects of
pilot time delay, this systemwill alwaysbe stable regardless
of the positionof the pilot zeroor the valuefor the pilot gain,
and in fact will be critically damped
for a widerangeof zero
locations and gains. In theory, therefore, the systemshould
exhibit PIO only whenthe pilot gain becomesenormously
large, in fact, an order of magnitudelarger than the gains
found to matchthe simulated responses with the observed
data (Henshaw1998, p. 107).
Notably,the nonlinear controller/vehicle systemappears
to be far less susceptibleto pilot-inducedoscillations. This
does not appear to be becausethe controller is moreaccurate or has faster responsetimes. Instead, the resistance to
PIO--typebehaviors appears to arise because the nonlinear
controller presents a muchsimpler dynamicalsystemto the
agent than does the correspondingPDcontroller. The difference in perceiveddynamiccomplexitycan easily be seen
by directly comparingequation 4, whichrepresents the linear controller/vehicle dynamicbehavioras seen by the pilot, with equation 7, the dynamicbehavior of the nonlinear controller/vehicle system. It appears that systemswith
more complex dynamics may be more susceptible to PIO
regardless of how"well they performin terms of traditional
(isolated) controller metrics such as accuracy,overshoot,
bandwidth.

Desirable Hybrid System Interactions
Adaptation: low-level learning
Clearly, one challenge to using moreadvancedcontrollers
such as the one described aboveis the problemof obtaining an accurate mathematicalmodelof the physical system
being controlled, including goodestimates for the massand
rotational inertias, environmentaleffects, and thruster characteristics. Whilethis can sometimesbe accomplished,it
maybe quite challenging to completelycharacterize actuators, rotational inertias, or environmental
forces suchas drag
and friction. The situation can be further complicatedwhen
the physical systemchanges, as with an aircraft dropping
cargo or a robotic armexperiencinga partial actuator failure.
In order to alleviate this problem,adaptive versions of
these controllers have been developed. The exact forms and
capabilities of adaptive controllers can be quite varied dependingon the exact nature of the parametersor forces being learned. Onepossible instantiation of such a controller
is
= TpD

"~-

Y&

This suggests that learning can be profitably distributed
between the two modulesof Figure 2, with the low-level
controller becoming
incrementallybetter at its goal of tracking specified systemconfigurations in a mannerrelatively
transparent to the top level agent, while simultaneouslythis
agent mayalso be incrementallylearning to specify motions
whichbetter achieveits top level goals. In fact, the analysis
abovesuggests that such a strategy mightbe necessary for
the success of the hybrid system, as PIO-typeinstabilities
mayset in if the low-levelcontroller does not successfully
maintain the appearanceof dynamicsimplicity for the high
level agent.
Whilerigorous mathematicalanalysis of this cooperation,
in the spirit of the analysis above,will be quite complex,it
is encouragingto note from Figure 7 that whenthe adaptive
nonlinear controller was paired with a humanpilot (whois
presumablylearning to better perform the dockingtask at
each iteration), the overall performancemetric was among
the best seen in these experiments.Moreextensivedata must
be collected quantifyingthe interaction of a learning agent
(like a human)with a learningcontroller like that described
aboveto fully support the advantagesof this cooperation.
This is the subject of current experimentationin the Space
SystemsLab.

(8)

where H, C, and/~ represent approximations of H, C, and
E respectively. Underthe further (and not very restrictive)
assumptionthat the estimated nonlinear terms can be factored as

B

+d

+

Biological

= Ya,

whereY is a matrix of knownnonlinear functions and &is a
vector of unknown
parameters, then the "adaptation law"
= -FYTa

(9)
guarantees global stability and asymptotically converging
tracking errors, evenif the "true" physical parametersa are
completely unknownwhenthe system is initialized (Egeland &Godhavn1994). The positive definite matrix F is the
learningrate for the system.
Systemparametricuncertainties such as mass, rotational
inertias and drag coefficients can be handledthis way.More
complexstructural uncertainties such as the exact nature of
drag or frictional forces can be dealt with by neural-network
based adaptive components,as can complexactuator and
structural dynamics.Globalasymptoticstability can also be
shownfor neural-networkbasedadaptive controllers and for
combinationsof different kinds of adaptation mechanisms
(Sanner 1996).
Cooperative learning in hybrid systems
ManyAI designs for robotic learning modelthe learning
processat the top level (the first boxin Figure2), assuming
"dumb"low-level servo controllers whichmindless push the
systemto the configurationsrequestedby the (adaptive) high
level agent. The abovediscussion showsthat control theory
has its ownnotions of learning, whichenable "smart" servos
that can labor to maintain the fiction of dynamicsimplicity for a top level agent, despite uncertaintyin the physical
properties of the systemsthey control.
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Considerations

Since human
and other biological agents are, in a sense, the
current "gold standard" against whichpotential autonomous
softwarearchitecturesare evaluated,it is interesting to inquire whetherthere is any biological support for the hierarchicai interaction and distributed learning paradigmsuggested above.Whilethe data is limited, there do appearto be
indications that the actions of biologicalintelligences might
at least be profitably modeledin this fashion.
It has been hypothesizedthat humansmaygenerate "desired trajectories" to performcertain tasks whichare invariant regardless of the musclesor joint actions required
to carry themout. For instance, it has been noted that a
person’s handwritingremains nearly the sameregardless of
whether the writing takes place on a piece of paper or a
chalkboard,indicating a characteristic pattern of handmotions used to describe each letter. However,writing on paper requires a very different set of actuation of armand hand
musclesthan does writing on chalkboard, and a different
set of environmentalforces is encountered(Winter 1990).
Whileone could attempt to explain this behaviorin terms of
the "black box" agent seen in Figure 1, it seemsmoreeasily interpreted in the modelof Figure 2: the brain mayhave
characteristictrajectories for the handin its goal to trace out
each letter (whichare subgoals of spelling a word, which
are subgoalsof sentences,etc.), whilea low-level, adaptive
control strategy worksto execute these motions.
Moreconcretely, consider a planar reaching task -- that
is, whenthe goal presented is to movethe hand to a new
position on a horizontal surface. In this situation, humans
appear to adopt an invariant strategy of movingthe hand in
a straight line betweenthe newand old positions, with a velocity profile that assumesa characteristic bell shape. This
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Figure 12: Suggested architecture for hybrid autonomous
agent/control systems
is the so-called "minimum
jerk" trajectory, in that it correspondsto a hand trajectory whichminimizesthe derivative
of acceleration(jerk) as the handtransitions betweenthe two
endpoints (Flash & Hogan1985). Additionally, if a deterministic external force is applied to the handas it moves
in the plane, disturbing this trajectory, with practice human
subjects learn to accountfor the presenceof this force until
they can again execute the minimum
jerk trajectory, despite
the disturbance (Shadmehr&Mussa-Ivaldi1994). Interestingly, rejection of the perturbation is not accomplishedby
"stiffening" control of the arm(just as stiffer gains in a PD
controller will producelowertracking errors), but rather by
learning a modelof the forces whichwill be applied to the
arm at each point in the workspace.This was shownby suddenly removingthe presenceof the disturbances in subjects
whohad already learned to accommodate
them, and observing that the resulting arm motionwas perturbed awayfrom
the minimum
jerk trajectory just as thoughthe "negative"of
the original disturbance was applied (Shadmehr&MussaIvaldi 1994).
Onepossibility for modelingthese observations is again
in the frameworkof Figure 2, with the top level agent computing a minimum
jerk trajectory betweencurrent and goal
states, and the lowlevel agent acting as an adaptivenonlinear controller in the fashion describedin the previous section. Indeed (Kosha &Sanner 1999) performed a simulation of the perturbedreachingtask in this spirit, additionally
modelingthe adaptive nonlinear componentof the arm control dynamicsusing neuron-like elements, and producedresuits whichqualitatively matchedmanyof the reported features of the humanresponses.
Theseobservations are not meantto suggest that biological signal processingis segregated into the subtasks and
components
discussed herein, but rather that this framework
maybe useful for producing systems which can mimicthe
important observed features of biological systems. Moreover, as demonstratedabove, this frameworkappears quite
amenableto theoretical analysis whichcan both predict the
dangers of PIO-like behavior and provide the designer with
insights whichmaylead to the creation of morerobust adaptive autonomoussystems.
Directions for Further Work
Control systems do not have unlimited "command
authority": there are practical limits to the magnitude
of the forces,
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torques, voltages, etc. which can be manipulated in the
physical systemto influence its actions. This meansthat
the low-level controller can maintain the desired apparent
dynamicsimplicity to the high-level agent only over a finite rangeof configurations;in aerospacethis rangeis sometimes knownas the "flight envelope". Accurate knowledge
of this envelopeis an important requirementfor the highlevel agent, lest, in pursuit of its goals, it commands
motion
of whichthe systemis incapable.
The flight envelopeinherently dependson the exact dynamicsof the system-- the mass, rotational inertias, external forces, and so on, as well as the characteristics of
the actuators. To computethe envelopeof feasible trajectories, then, the high level agent must haveknowledgeof,
or a meansto learn about, the samephysical parametersthat
an adaptive lowlevel controller requires. Extendingthe cooperative learning notion suggested above, might the two
modulesactually share this information, for exampleby the
adaptivecontroller feeding back its parameterestimates to
the high level agent?
Thisappearsto be an attractive idea at first glance, but it
is complicatedby a well-knownfeature of adaptive control
algorithms: althoughthey can guaranteeaccurate tracking,
they cannot guarantee that their parameterestimates will
convergeto the true physical values without additional conditions. A simple exampleto illustrate this point might be
an attitude controller attemptingto estimaterotational inertias. If the vehicle is only askedto rotate aroundone axis,
the adaptive controller does not need accurate estimates of
the rotational inertias of the other axes in orderto guarantee
goodtracking, and in fact there is no wayfor the adaptive
mechanism
to accurately estimate a rotational inertia without experiencingrotations aroundthe correspondingaxis.
Onecould think of this as the needfor the controller to
continually "practice" throughoutits envelopein order to
guaranteethat all of its parameterestimatesare exact. Mathematically, convergenceof the estimated parameterscan be
guaranteedif the desired trajectories givento the controller
are sufficiently complexto allowthe controller to "explore"
enoughof the state space. This requirementis knownas the
persistency of excitation criterion (Slotine &Li 1991, pp.
331-332),and can be exactly quantified for a given physical
system.
Unfortunately,it maybe that the needto fulfill the persistency of excitation requirementmightconflict with the system’sgoals. For instance, exploringlarge parts of the state
space mightinvolve large motions,fast velocities, or complex "wiggles" which, by themselves, do not aid in accomplishing the system’sobjectives and could actually violate
safety constraints during certain operations like dockinga
spacecraft or landing an airplane. Conversely,though, generating an accurate flight envelopeis necessaryto accomplish future goals. The tension betweenoptimally accomplishing near-termgoals and fulfilling the persistencyof excitation requiremententails a high level of cooperationbetween the agent and the controller. Onepossible approach
to solving this problemmightbe for the agent to take "time
out" betweengoals -- for instance, during transit between
worksites-- to specifically command
trajectories whichsat-

isfy the persistencyof excitation criterion. Exactlyhowthis
could be done is presently an unsolvedproblem,but has an
intriguing parallel withchildren practicing in order to learn
the abilities andparametersof their physicalsystems-- their
bodies.
Similarly, it maybe useful for the agent to have some
knowledgeof the accuracyof the flight envelopeestimate.
If an upcoming
task required rotation arounda specific axis,
for instance, the agent mightuse an estimate of the accuracy
of the correspondingrotational inertia to decide whetherto
"practice" rotational maneuvers
aroundthat axis in order to
ensure an accurate estimate before attemptingthe task. Because the persistencyof excitation criterion is a mathematical requirementon the desired trajectories, it shouldbe possible to use it to produceconfidenceintervals on the accuracy of the physical parameterestimates. Methodsfor generating confidenceintervals, and moreimportantlyfor their
use by an agent, are also matters of current research.
The considerationsdiscussed here suggest an architecture
for hybrid systems as shownin Figure 12. This newarchitecture allowsfor distributed adaptation, withthe controller
both simplifyingthe apparent systemdynamicsfor the intelligent agent and generating estimates of the system’sphysical parameters. The agent uses these estimates to produce
desiredtrajectories whichfall within the flight envelopeand,
in addition, are sufficiently complex
to allowthe controller’s
adaptation mechanismto accurately update it’s parameter
estimates. Muchwork remains to makethe ideas encapsulated by this architecture rigorous, and especially to analyze
the implicationsof the additional feedbackloops.

Conclusions
Wehave demonstratedthat undesirable behavior can result
fromthe interaction of rational intelligent agents and welldesigned control algorithms. Mathematicalmethodsof analysis can predict this behavior, however.Thesemethodsalso
lead to newdesigngoals for the controllers in these systems,
favoring controllers whichprovide simpler closed-loop system dynamics. Wehave also presented advancedcontroller
designs which, although morecomplexthan standard linear
controllers, are moresuccessful at simplifying the closedloop dynamics.This appears to makethem less susceptible
to PIO.
Wediscussed adaptive versions of these controllers which
eliminate the need for the designer to accurately modelthe
dynamicsof the physical system. Furthermore, these controllers naturally lead to systemswithdistributed adaptation
which mayallow for the improvedperformanceof intelligent agents in the face of changing system parameters or
changingenvironmentalfactors. Preliminarybut intriguing
evidence indicates that biological systems maywork in a
similar manner.
As more complexautonomoussystems are deployed, intelligent agents will be faced with tasks whichwill require
human-levelcontrol abilities. This workis hopefullya small
step in that direction.
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